Sensing Characteristics of a Graphene-like Boron Carbide Monolayer towards Selected Toxic Gases.
By using first-principles calculations based on density functional theory, we study the adsorption efficiency of a BC3 sheet for various gases, such as CO, CO2, NO, NO2, and NH3. The optimal adsorption position and orientation of these gas molecules on the BC3 surface is determined and the adsorption energies are calculated. Among the gas molecules, CO2 is predicted to be weakly adsorbed on the graphene-like BC3 sheet, whereas the NH3 gas molecule shows a strong interaction with the BC3 sheet. The charge transfer between the molecules and the sheet is discussed in terms of Bader charge analysis and density of states. The calculated work function of BC3 in the presence of CO, CO2, and NO is greater than that of a bare BC3 sheet. The decrease in the work function of BC3 sheets in the presence of NO2 and NH3 further explains the affinity of the sheet towards the gas molecules. The energy gap of the BC3 sheets is sensitive to the adsorption of the gas molecules, which implies possible future applications in gas sensors.